This release of StarSCAN® & StarMOBILE™ software can only be retrieved via the Internet. An update CD will NOT be sent to your dealership for this release. To update your StarSCAN® and/or StarMOBILE™ diagnostic tool via the internet the StarSCAN® & StarMOBILE™ software version must be at version 7.01 or greater and properly configured to your dealership's network.

For assistance setting up your StarSCAN and/or StarMOBILE on your dealership's network, refer to the networking guides and tutorials located at https://dealerconnect.chrysler.com by navigating to DealerCONNECT > Service > Repair > StarSCAN and StarMOBILE Tools. These guides and tutorials are also available from http://www.dcctools.com in the ‘Download Center’ and ‘Training Aids’ sections.

StarSCAN® & StarMOBILE™ Release 7.02 SP1 Supported Vehicles:

- 2004 HB
- 2005 HB, LX, ND, WK, WH
- 2006 DR, HB, KJ, LX, LE, ND, NM, PT, WK, WH, XK, XH
- 2006 LX SRT-8, WK SRT-8, DR SRT-10, PT 1.6L
- 2007 CS, DR, HB, HG, JK, JS, KA, KJ, LX, LE, MK, ND, NM, PM, PT, WK, XK, PT 1.6L

Detailed Vehicle Support Information:

- 2006 WK SRT8 FCM – Updated the Restore Vehicle Configuration routine to set correct suspension type
- 2007 WK and XK FCM – Updated the Restore Vehicle Configuration routine to set the engine controller as built for Flex Fuel 4.7L vehicles
- Added “Clear Variable Line Pressure (VLP) Counters” routine for non-RFE NGC4
- Added “Generator Full Field Test” for GPEC
- Revised data display of PCM O2 Heater Tests to display 0-5v sensor readings
- Revised NGC4 TCM-Only routines to accommodate 68RFE
- 2007 KA – Corrected ORC “Rollover Detection” routine under Miscellaneous Functions.
- 2007 CS – Power Liftgate Module all System Test added.
Detailed Vehicle Support Information: (Continued)

- Changed NGC4 TPS voltages to display a range of 0-5 volts.
- Removed NGC4 Spark Advance Reading from Data Display.
- Removed Voltage Sense from GPEC Data Display.
- Fixed Event Data on all NGC4 transmissions.
- Added qualifiers to remove incorrect transmission data from NGC4 Data Display.

Core Software Information:

New Features:

- No new features for this release.

Enhancements:

- No new enhancement for this release.